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Nimble Surge
We are pleased to announce Nimble Surge, our proprietary platform for enterprise fulfilment.
It is time tested, proven and implemented successfully by its creators at Zap Tech.
Based on common sense, it is practicable, easy to understand and appeals to one’s intellect and
reasoning. Challenge the status quo, set your house in order and propel it into the next orbit.
Get to know about and implement our unique 5 I’s for what it takes to have a strong foundation
for every enterprise.
Understand how to bring the team up to speed and in sync with the leadership team’s game plan.
Implement proprietary doctrines of near infinite potential energy and kinetic capabilities for
leadership development.
Understand that stellar solo performers are equally coveted for extending their unique and highly
respected islands of excellence. And that they should be incentivised accordingly.
Set clear priorities and focus on that one thing that matters the most.
Discover our unique pivot doctrine of achievement. Pivots that are single, multiple independent,
multiple dependent and conditional pivots in keeping with different engagements and
requirements.
Within management by SMART objectives, understand that the what and how of an objective is
achievable and to be achieved is pivotal.
Do a very hard reality check. Share your document when you last did a reality check.
If not done, engage with us for challenging the status quo with a series of specific workshops and
round tables that will help set your house in order.
And to get ready for the next orbit which Nimble Surge is designed to take you to.
Thrive in the next orbit by simply managing only 3 elements.
Understand that perception is the key to open minds and be in the top spot when buying happens.
Say what you mean and mean what you say.
Check and confirm if you are being understood in keeping with your messaging.
Ether – Compass – Platter – Evolved platter, our proprietary process of streamlining the offerings
of every enterprise for thriving in the next orbit.
Offerings that are further refined and evolve to be concentric or radical or both in nature.
Demystify data and draw actions by extracting relevance and implementing decisions for success.
Generate evolved statements in keeping with all considerations mentioned above.
Embark upon a journey of enterprise fulfilment with our proprietary customer for life definition.

To know more, get in touch with Avinash Kushwaha, CEO at avinashkushwaha@zaptech.co.in
or Anand Bijapurkar, Business Director at anand.bijapurkar@zaptech.co.in
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